
The Legend of Sowbelly Canyon 
     It was winter—the time of little sunlight, much snow, and scarce food.   Winter 
on the prairie would not be as pleasant as summer had been.  When the snows and 
the winds came, it would be a fury on the prairie that no individual could live 
through.    Running Deer’s band was moving before it grew too late to move to the 
winter camp.  On the day that clouds began building in the northern sky, the chief 
gave the order to move the camp.  The women began taking down the teepees—15 
buffalo hides for each teepee—the women were used to the work and it was 
accomplished in short order. 

     They trailed a large herd of their horses behind as they headed north across the 
rolling land.  Although the land appeared to be only rolling hills, to the north it 
dropped down sharply in a series of rocky cliffs, buttes and ravines.  Down in the 
canyon created by the rocky buttes, the wind would not be so fierce and the winter 
would be easier than on the prairie.   

     The buffalo were being killed in large numbers by both whites and Indians so the 
band had not killed many buffalo this season.  Food going into the winter was more 
scarce than usual.  The chief, Running Deer, hoped that game would be plentiful in 
the sheltered canyon.   

     The trek from the River of Green Grass to the canyon took nearly three days.  
The winds became stronger and the air colder.  On the morning of the third day the 
small band reached the beginning of the canyon where the prairie fell away and the 
deep ravines and tall, green pine trees appeared.  The party slowed now as the 
terrain became harder to traverse.  In most places, all went single file through the 
quiet mossy evergreens with only the sounds of the small rushing creek or an 
occasional pebble loosened by a careless step.  There was no apparent reason for 
silence except that the Oglalas were used to traveling quietly to read the sounds 
and sights of nature. 

   A deer, a buck with a large rack of antlers, disturbed by the travelers, sprang out 
of the trees onto the trail and was downed with one arrow, well placed, from a ready 
bow.  The chief, seeing this, was hopeful that the canyon would provide abundant 
game and give the tribe enough food for the winter.  A small party stayed to dress 
the deer as the others continued down the trail. 

     They reached a large, open meadow surrounded by trees on all sides, a creek on 
the north and west and tall, rocky buttes on the north, west and east.  This meadow 



gave the tribe enough space for the camp, fresh running water all winter, good game 
(rabbits, deer, ducks, beaver), protection from the elements and from raiding 
parties—either other Indians or fort soldiers. 

     As it became dark, the glow of campfires could be seen flickering through the 
meadow.  Inside the teepees, a glow showed warmly, although faintly, through the 
rawhide. So went the winter.  They began to notice the days getting longer.  The 
horses had been moved to meadows farther north from the camp.  Since the band 
was careful of raiding parties, they kept a watch up on the rocky buttes.  It was a 
cold job and the braves changed the watch frequently. 

     Red Fox, a brave of many years, was on his way to the look-out point.  He rode 
past the long, open meadow at the far northern end of the canyon and in the 
distance he could see the Paha Sapa--Black Hills.  He was eager to get to the point 
so he could get out of the wind.  He gave the call of the crow as he rode through a 
small stand of pines so that Many Bears would know he was nearby.  Shortly, a 
paint pony edged into the pines and the two braves spoke quietly.  

     Many Bears headed down the canyon to the south and Red Fox rode out to the 
point.  This vantage point looked out to the east for miles bordered by hills on the 
south but open to the north for miles as well.  Times passed slowly as the brave kept 
the watch.  As he kept alert checking the eastern view point, he chipped small, 
almost thumb-sized arrowheads from the flint he carried in a leather pouch.  These 
arrowheads were useless for large game, but perfect for birds, rabbits and the 
occasional squirrel.  He looked up and saw small puffs of dust in the far distance to 
the east.  Was it dust or smoke?  He couldn’t tell.  He rode up a slope to see the sight 
from a different angle.  From the hill, he could see the columns of riders.  From this 
distance they looked like two trails puffing dust behind, but, Red Fox had seen this 
before and knew—it was the fort soldiers. 

     He knew he would warn the camp immediately.  Luckily the canyon was so well 
placed.  They could see to the Black Hills on the north and so far to the east where 
the soldiers lived that there had always been plenty of warning for the band camped 
in the winter meadow. 

     Red Fox turned his horse and lay down along his horse’s neck.  The horse knew 
this signal and broke into a ground-eating run.  It was the run of battle and horse 
wondered where the fighting was, but, as he was well trained, he did as his master 
signaled.  Red Fox reached the north end of the camp.  Two war whoop cries leaped 
from his throat—the warning!  Everyone ran from the tents and creek sides to 
gather about Chief Running Deer. 



     Chief Running Deer’s mind was made up quickly.  Although this boxed-in canyon 
gave excellent winter shelter, to fight the soldiers here would be folly. He devised a 
plan to spread out into the hills surrounding the canyon.  There was no way the 
soldiers would split up and look for them scattered through the hills. 

     He told them to prepare for battle. Quickly they gave themselves courage by 
speaking of the brave deeds they would do on this day.  They covered themselves 
with the war paint signs that were each ones’ distinctive mark in battle.  Running 
Deer ordered his warriors to station themselves in pairs around the close rim of the 
canyon.  It was three hours before the soldiers came up the northern end of the 
canyon.  The fort soldiers were not like the Sioux Indians.  They made loud noises 
with talking and the horses crashed through the bushes so the tribe hidden in the 
surrounding hills could hear them easily for miles before they rode into the meadow 
of the tribe’s winter camp. 

     The Fort Robinson soldiers had not sent a scout ahead because a trapper had 
told them earlier this year that a band of Sioux Indians were wintering here and 
seemed friendly enough.  They were not surprised when there were the teepees 
filling the meadows.  The troopers rode in boldly—intending to round up the small 
band and take them to the fort and then to the reservations.  The soldiers were 
under orders from the government that felt that Indians were creating terrible 
problems for men bound for the Black Hills and for families hoping to settle in the 
wild arid land. 

     The Sioux and other tribes however, used this land for life, food and shelter and 
had lived here for as long as they could recall.  They saw the men and soldiers as 
intruders, bound on ruining and disturbing what was precious to them.  The land 
was cherished because it was their life. 

     The soldiers, not expecting much but token objections from the small band of 
Sioux and bent on giving short shrift to any such resistance, called out, “Chief 
Running Deer.  Bring out your people.”  The words echoed against the sides of the 
rocky buttes, but no one appeared.  The soldier in charge ordered two soldiers to 
look inside the nearest teepee.  The men looked in and turned to the captain 
shaking their heads.  The Captain shifted on his horse and looked back to where 
they had ridden into camp.  Then his gaze rose to the heavily wooded hills 
surrounding them.  He realized at that moment the mistake he had made.  He 
signaled his men to turn and begin riding back out of the canyon, but now he heard 
the shouts and war whoops and the moment of escape in that direction was gone. 



     The Captain whirled his horse and rode south, through the huddled teepees, 
knocking them aside.  His men followed, scattering teepee poles and campfires 
everywhere.  The soldiers panicked as they saw the grotesquely painted braves 
riding down on them.  The warriors and their horses were as one and the steepest 
hillsides posed no problem.  Some horses slid down the incline, dodging the trees 
and rocks and landing on their hooves at a run at the bottom. 

     The soldiers lay scattered throughout the camp; some dead of gunshots and 
others from arrows.  The surviving soldiers were heading into a narrow ravine-like 
part of the canyon, where the creek ran at the bottom and steep hills and cliffs 
edged both sides of the ravine.  It was a simple matter to trap the soldiers in this 
narrow ravine.  Only a few braves were necessary to ensure the perimeter of the 
prison that the soldiers had ridden into of their own volition.  Running Deer called 
his warriors and said, “The soldier has made his own grave.  We will wait until he 
dies in it”. 

     Campfires were again seen that night on the winter meadow, glowing in the 
teepees that had been reassembled.  One would hardly know that less than a mile 
up the canyon were the blue-coated soldiers, shivering in their rock-walled prison.   
The chief designated a changing guard of braves to keep watch over the narrow 
ravine and keep the soldiers from escaping. 

     The soldiers heard the spine tingling cries of the warriors at night but they were 
powerless to escape their captors.  The Captain had ordered a small group of men to 
attempt to sneak out on the hillside under cover of night.  But the next morning a 
ghastly sight awaited.  A noise was heard on the hillside.  Fearful that the band of 
warriors were attacking, the soldiers looked up to where the brush crackled.  No one 
came down so they finally went up to investigate.  The soldiers who had tried to 
escape were killed, scalped and rolled down the hillside and lay there—mute 
testimony to the tragedy of their situation.  

     As the days went by, the Captain faced the growing seriousness of their 
situation.  Lack of food, below zero temperatures, and fear were contributing to the 
rapid deterioration of the soldiers.  The small band of soldiers had only a few pieces 
of pork belly left to chew on called “sowbelly” by the soldiers.  The Captain chose a 
bold plan—a rouse that had a very slim chance of working, but the alternative was 
a sure and certain death. 

     The Captain addressed the men that night in hushed tones around the campfire.  
They were skeptical but they were used to following orders and determined, to a 
man, that they would carry out the Captain’s order to their best ability. 



     Toward the early hours of morning in the semi-darkness of dawn, the sound of 
thundering hooves split the silence of the canyon.  The Indians realized the soldiers 
were escaping and riding through the camp.  The warriors on the hillsides, guarding 
the soldiers in their prison, rode down the steep sides and gave chase to the 
escaping soldiers. 

     Quickly it became apparent that the horses the Indians were chasing were rider 
less.  They realized how they had been tricked in the dawn’s low light.  They 
wheeled their horses and returned to the camp.  Chief Running Deer ordered the 
braves to search for the soldiers in the canyon.  It was rough country and the 
soldiers would be easy prey on foot as they were.  They were foolish in the ways of 
the prairie and even if the braves didn’t find them, they would surely die.   

     The braves did find two of the soldiers who had the misfortune of becoming 
mixed up in direction and wandered back toward the Oglala band’s winter camp.  
They were treated to a less than hospitable welcome by the tribe and did not 
survive the night. 

     The rest of the soldiers continued to walk toward Fort Robinson.  Hungry, sick, 
and barely alive, they climbed through the rugged pine trees and rock bluffs until 
they reached the prairie,  Shortly after reaching the plains, a homesteader saw 
them, took them in and soon they returned to Fort Robinson. 

     The canyon the soldiers escaped from was called Sowbelly Canyon by the fort 
soldiers.  It remains with that name to this day. 

 

  


